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161

101:11:07  have to buy potatoes from me"?

201:11:09              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

301:11:11              THE WITNESS:  I would define it as a

401:11:13  quality control measure.

501:11:14  BY MR. BARZA:

601:11:14         Q.   That may be a justification for it, but

701:11:17  isn't it selling one -- what do you understand a

801:11:18  tying arrangement is?

901:11:20         A.   Well, from an economic point of view,

1001:11:23  an example of a tying arrangement is conditioning

1101:11:26  the sale of Product B on the purchase of --

1201:11:33  conditioning the sale of A on the purchase of B.

1301:11:39         Q.   In other words, I'll only give you a

1401:11:41  McDonald's franchise if you buy potatoes from me.

1501:11:44         A.   Well --

1601:11:44         Q.   Would that be a form of tying

1701:11:46  arrangement, under your definition?

1801:11:47         A.   It depends.  It depends.

1901:11:48         Q.   On what?

2001:11:48         A.   It would depend on whether there are

2101:11:53  two separate products.

2201:11:55              And the question would be, would I

2301:12:00  object to a franchising arrangement in which the

2401:12:03  franchisor explains to the franchisee what the

2501:12:08  rules are of how the franchisees could operate.

162

101:12:11              I would not call that a tying

201:12:13  arrangement.  I would call that a contractual

301:12:15  arrangement in which a franchisor is trying to

401:12:19  develop a desirable product.

501:12:21         Q.   Do you know if the courts have ever

601:12:22  called that a tying arrangement?

701:12:25         A.   I believe, on occasion, there have been

801:12:28  cases in which courts have perhaps characterized

901:12:30  that as a tying arrangement.

1001:12:31         Q.   Are you aware of any case where the

1101:12:33  court did not call that a tying arrangement, as

1201:12:36  opposed to saying it's a tying arrangement but

1301:12:38  there was insufficient market power to make it

1401:12:41  illegal?

1501:12:42              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1601:12:48              THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I've not done

1701:12:53  an exhaustive study of cases.  I'm not a lawyer, so

1801:12:57  I can't tell you, one way or another, the answer to

1901:12:59  your question.  I've not studied it.

2001:13:05  BY MR. BARZA:

2101:13:05         Q.   You agree with me, in 2007, Facebook

2201:13:10  was offering the platform services without offering

2301:13:14  payment processing or offer ads or the offer wall

2401:13:16  services; right?

2501:13:18         A.   That's my understanding.

163

101:13:19         Q.   And the developers were getting them

201:13:21  from third parties?

301:13:22         A.   Correct.

401:13:22         Q.   So you agree with me that the platform

501:13:25  is a separate product from those services that the

601:13:28  developers were getting for offer ads and payment

701:13:31  processing?

801:13:31              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

901:13:33              THE WITNESS:  Your question is the

1001:13:34  platform is -- you're saying the distribution on

1101:13:36  the platform is separate --

1201:13:37  BY MR. BARZA:

1301:13:37         Q.   Yes.

1401:13:38         A.   -- from payment services?

1501:13:40         Q.   And from offer ad services, yes.

1601:13:42         A.   I would -- you could regard them as

1701:13:45  separate.

1801:13:46         Q.   And Facebook will -- under the 2011

1901:13:48  policies, Facebook will only allow game developers

2001:13:52  to provide their games on its platform if they used

2101:13:58  Facebook payment processing and Facebook's mandated

2201:14:03  offer ad provider, TrialPay; right?

2301:14:09              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2401:14:09              THE WITNESS:  Yes.

2501:14:09  BY MR. BARZA:

164

101:14:09         Q.   And why isn't this a tying arrangement?

201:14:12         A.   Are you asking me from a legal point of

301:14:13  view?

401:14:14         Q.   Withdrawn.

501:14:14              Isn't it true that that is a tying

601:14:16  arrangement, because they are offering Product A,

701:14:17  the platform, only on condition that the developer

801:14:21  take Product B, the virtual currency services?

901:14:24              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1001:14:25              THE WITNESS:  I would define it

1101:14:27  differently, and that is that the products are sold

1201:14:31  together, and that's the product that's being sold.

1301:14:33  You can think of it as two separate products being

1401:14:36  sold: one at the distribution -- for distribution

1501:14:41  access and the other at, you know, whatever -- you

1601:14:44  know, the price for payment services.

1701:14:45  BY MR. BARZA:

1801:14:45         Q.   I understand.  But Facebook will only

1901:14:48  provide the platform services if the developer

2001:14:50  agrees to take the virtual currency services --

2101:14:53         A.   That is correct.  But -- and this is

2201:14:55  the big but.

2301:14:56         Q.   You didn't let me finish, but go ahead.

2401:14:58         A.   This is the big but:  That's equivalent

2501:15:00  to them simply charging for distribution services
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209

102:48:29         A.   Correct.

202:48:29         Q.   That's what you've been talking about

302:48:30  when you said you're going to get some consumers

402:48:32  buying it when they wouldn't; right?

502:48:34         A.   Correct.

602:48:35         Q.   If, however --

702:48:36         A.   No, no, that's not -- correct.  No.  I

802:48:38  was -- I don't think that's quite what you meant to

902:48:43  say, but maybe I should let you finish your

1002:48:45  question.

1102:48:45              You were asking me can price

1202:48:49  discrimination ever benefit some consumers.  And

1302:48:52  the answer is yes, because -- just take a simple

1402:48:56  example where you're pricing discriminating and you

1502:48:58  can only charge two prices: one to the high-value

1602:49:00  users, one to the low-value users.

1702:49:04              It can be the case that the price to

1802:49:05  the low-value users is now going to be lower than

1902:49:08  the simple monopoly price, and that will benefit

2002:49:11  them and they will buy the good even though they

2102:49:15  didn't buy it before.

2202:49:16              So that's an expansion of output, and

2302:49:20  they are better off.

2402:49:21         Q.   If, however, the starting point, the

2502:49:24  ex ante situation, what Facebook was charging

210

102:49:26  before the 2011 policies was zero, then you can't

202:49:29  get more people buying the product, can you,

302:49:32  because you've already got a price at zero?

402:49:36              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

502:49:38              THE WITNESS:  We're now mixing

602:49:41  completely two concepts.

702:49:42              If a price is zero and you raise it,

802:49:46  that generally will harm the people who now have to

902:49:50  buy the product compared to the price of paying

1002:49:53  zero.  People always prefer to pay zero.

1102:49:57  BY MR. BARZA:

1202:49:57         Q.   That's not what I'm asking.

1302:49:58              You said that when you use -- you

1402:50:00  described in your book or in your article that you

1502:50:03  can use a tying arrangement to price discriminate

1602:50:05  by dropping the price of the tying product and

1702:50:09  increasing the price of the tied product; right?

1802:50:11         A.   That's true.

1902:50:12         Q.   But you can't do that when the price of

2002:50:13  the tying product starts out at zero, because

2102:50:16  you've got nowhere lower to go.

2202:50:21         A.   I'm completely lost in the question

2302:50:22  you're asking me.  If you're asking me if the price

2402:50:25  is zero and you raise the price --

2502:50:27         Q.   No.

211

102:50:28         A.   -- isn't the person worse off who has

202:50:30  to pay the higher price when he buys, the answer to

302:50:34  that is yes.

402:50:37         Q.   Okay.  But if the price was -- if

502:50:42  Facebook giving -- was not charging for

602:50:45  distribution; right?

702:50:45         A.   Yes.

802:50:46         Q.   How could they get more people using

902:50:47  the platform by lowering the price below zero?

1002:50:51              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1102:50:52              THE WITNESS:  I really have no idea

1202:50:54  what you're talking about.

1302:50:55  BY MR. BARZA:

1402:50:55         Q.   Really?

1502:50:55         A.   The -- there's no question if a price

1602:50:58  is zero and you raise the price --

1702:51:00         Q.   No, no.

1802:51:01         A.   -- then people who have to pay the

1902:51:03  higher price would prefer the price were zero.

2002:51:06  Period.

2102:51:23         Q.   What I read to you from your article --

2202:51:25  which is Exhibit -- the 2005 article, what exhibit

2302:51:32  is it -- 408, you said:  "The monopolist achieves

2402:51:36  price discrimination by setting a high price for

2502:51:38  the complementary product and a low price for the

212

102:51:41  primary product."

202:51:41              Right?

302:51:42              MS. LEE:  Counsel, what page are you

402:51:43  on?

502:51:44              MR. BARZA:  I'm sorry.  Page 10 of

602:51:45  Exhibit 408.  Forgive me.

702:51:49              MS. LEE:  Where are you on the page?

802:51:52              MR. BARZA:  Top, first paragraph on

902:51:54  page 10.  Yes.  Yes.

1002:52:00  BY MR. BARZA:

1102:52:00         Q.   But Facebook was charging zero,

1202:52:02  according to you, for the distribution services

1302:52:05  before it instituted the 2011 policies; right?

1402:52:13         A.   Yes.

1502:52:13         Q.   So it could not do what you've written

1602:52:16  here, which is then set a lower price for the

1702:52:19  primary product -- namely, the distribution --

1802:52:23  because it was already at zero.

1902:52:24         A.   I honestly can't follow what you're

2002:52:26  asking me.

2102:52:27              If the price is zero --

2202:52:29         Q.   Yeah.

2302:52:29         A.   -- and you raise the price, there's no

2402:52:32  question that someone who buys the product that he

2502:52:36  was getting from zero would have preferred to pay
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229

103:15:43  Professor Salop.  He's a friend of mine.

203:15:46         Q.   Okay.  And did you review this article?

303:15:54         A.   I believe -- I believe I did.  I

403:15:56  certainly have spoken to Steve -- Professor Salop

503:16:01  extensively about this concept.

603:16:04         Q.   Just looking at the introduction on the

703:16:06  second page of the exhibit, which has a page

803:16:08  No. 336, he says:

903:16:12         "There has been long-standing antitrust

1003:16:15      controversy regarding the economic welfare

1103:16:18      standard for antitrust.  Some commentators

1203:16:21      favor the aggregate economic welfare

1303:16:24      standard (sometimes called the 'efficiency'

1403:16:26      or 'total surplus standard'); other

1503:16:29      commentators favor what I will refer to as

1603:16:31      the true consumer welfare standard

1703:16:34      (sometimes called the 'pure consumer

1803:16:37      welfare' or 'consumer surplus standard').

1903:16:38      I am using the 'true' qualifier because of

2003:16:41      the confusion that has resulted from Judge

2103:16:44      Robert Bork's usage of the term 'consumer

2203:16:47      welfare' in referring to aggregate

2303:16:49      welfare."

2403:16:50              Do you see that?

2503:16:51         A.   I do.  And in part, what I was

230

103:16:53  referring to confusion in the literature.

203:16:56         Q.   Well, I don't want to get into Judge

303:16:58  Bork's book at all.

403:16:59         A.   It's not just him.

503:17:00         Q.   It doesn't matter.

603:17:01              You see he's identified two different

703:17:03  measurements of welfare --

803:17:04         A.   Yes.

903:17:04         Q.   -- one being the consumer welfare

1003:17:07  standard and one being the total welfare standard?

1103:17:09         A.   Yes.

1203:17:09         Q.   And then he goes on to explain the

1303:17:11  difference.  And I want to use his book so I can

1403:17:13  have a clear statement in the record.  You can

1503:17:16  agree or not agree with --

1603:17:18         A.   His article.

1703:17:19         Q.   His article.  I'm sorry.

1803:17:20         A.   Yeah.

1903:17:22         Q.   Quote the following paragraph:

2003:17:23         "The aggregate economic welfare standard

2103:17:25      would condemn conduct only to decreases the

2203:17:29      sum of the welfare of consumers (i.e.,

2303:17:31      buyers) plus producers; (i.e., sellers plus

2403:17:36      competitors); and without regard to any

2503:17:38      wealth transfers.  Thus, efficiencies such

231

103:17:41      as cost savings can trump demonstrable

203:17:46      consumer injury.  In contrast, the true

303:17:48      consumer welfare standard would condemn

403:17:51      conduct if it reduces the welfare of

503:17:53      buyers, irrespective of the impact on

603:17:55      sellers.  Efficiency benefits count under

703:17:59      the true consumer welfare standard, but

803:18:01      only if there is evidence that enough of

903:18:03      the efficiency benefits pass through to

1003:18:05      consumers so the consumers (i.e., buyers)

1103:18:08      would directly benefit on balance from the

1203:18:11      conduct."

1303:18:12              Do you agree with that statement?

1403:18:26         A.   In part I agree, but in part I

1503:18:30  disagree.

1603:18:30         Q.   What do you disagree about?

1703:18:33         A.   Well, as I told Professor Salop, you

1803:18:38  have to distinguish between the long run and the

1903:18:41  short run.

2003:18:43         Q.   You made that point.  I understand.

2103:18:44         A.   And if you fail to -- well, first, I

2203:18:52  should start out by saying, as a matter of

2303:18:53  practice, I very rarely see a difference in outcome

2403:18:58  regardless of which standard.

2503:18:59              But second, you have to distinguish

232

103:19:03  between the short run and the long run; and that in

203:19:07  the long run, the policy that maximizes total

303:19:13  surplus will wind up maximizing consumer surplus,

403:19:20  but not vice versa.  So --

503:19:22         Q.   Sir --

603:19:22         A.   -- third --

703:19:23              MS. LEE:  Counsel, you asked him to

803:19:24  tell you what you disagree about, so I'd like you

903:19:27  to let him finish.

1003:19:28              THE WITNESS:  And third, if you're only

1103:19:33  concerned about consumers, buyers --

1203:19:36  BY MR. BARZA:

1303:19:36         Q.   Yeah.

1403:19:36         A.   -- then if you literally believed what

1503:19:41  Steve wrote, you would say that a cartel of buyers

1603:19:45  that collude to lower the price they pay to sellers

1703:19:53  would be desirable under his standard.

1803:19:55              And my view is, that's undesirable.  My

1903:19:59  view is that competition maximizes total surplus.

2003:20:06  My objection to interference with competition such

2103:20:12  as a cartel is that it would lead to less social

2203:20:16  surplus.  So -- yeah, less total surplus.

2303:20:21              And therefore, focusing on just

2403:20:24  consumers will lead to an incorrect not only

2503:20:30  decision in the long run, but even in the short
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233

103:20:33  run, it would lead you to exonerate buyer cartels.

203:20:40  The justice department is quite clear, that power

303:20:43  on the buying side is just as bad as buying on the

403:20:47  selling side.

503:20:49              Having said all that, the distinction

603:20:51  between the two -- in my experience, I'm not sure

703:20:53  I've ever come across a case where there's a

803:20:56  difference in outcomes.

903:20:57         Q.   Isn't it true that to an economist,

1003:21:00  there's a difference between consumer welfare and

1103:21:03  total welfare, and essentially is what

1203:21:08  Professor Salop describes?

1303:21:09              Namely, consumer welfare generally just

1403:21:12  looks at the loss to consumers of the consumer

1503:21:16  surplus; and total welfare treats that as being a

1603:21:18  nonfactor, because the amount the consumer is

1703:21:20  paying that's extra is the amount the producer is

1803:21:25  receiving and so that transfer is a wash.

1903:21:29              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2003:21:31              MR. BARZA:  Withdraw it.  I'm just -- I

2103:21:33  withdraw the question, there's nothing to say.

2203:21:35  Thank you.

2303:21:36  BY MR. BARZA:

2403:21:36         Q.   So continuing with the article, the

2503:21:39  professor writes:

234

103:21:39         "For example, consider a merger that not

203:21:43      only permits the merged firm to reduce

303:21:45      costs significantly, but also endows the

403:21:47      selling firm and its rivals with the

503:21:50      incentive and ability to raise its price

603:21:51      above the premerger level.  As a result,

703:21:54      that merger would violate the true consumer

803:21:56      welfare standard because consumers are

903:21:58      harmed.  Even though there are efficiency

1003:22:00      benefits, consumers are harmed because the

1103:22:03      cost savings are not large enough to force

1203:22:06      firms to reduce prices relative to the

1303:22:07      premerger and outcome.  Simply stated, it

1403:22:10      cannot be assumed that all cost savings

1503:22:12      will lead to consumer benefits."

1603:22:15              Do you see that?

1703:22:18         A.   Yes.

1803:22:18         Q.   And he goes on:

1903:22:22         "However, the merger to monopoly would

2003:22:23      pass muster under the aggregate economic

2103:22:25      welfare standard if costs were reduced

2203:22:29      sufficiently to raise the selling firm's

2303:22:31      profits by more than the total aggregate

2403:22:34      harm to consumers."

2503:22:36              Do you see that?

235

103:22:36         A.   Yes.

203:22:36         Q.   That is the fundamental difference,

303:22:38  isn't it, between the two tests?  Consumer welfare

403:22:41  just looks at the effect on consumers in general,

503:22:43  at least, and total welfare looks at the effects on

603:22:46  the producer as well as the consumer and on

703:22:49  competitors?

803:22:50              MS. LEE:  Objection to form.

903:22:52              THE WITNESS:  You added "and on

1003:22:54  competitors."

1103:22:56  BY MR. BARZA:

1203:22:56         Q.   I'll take that --

1303:22:58         A.   Steve has correctly described how you

1403:23:02  calculate benefits to consumers and harm to

1503:23:05  consumers.  When you look at the surplus to

1603:23:08  individuals, it's more complicated, because you

1703:23:10  then have to figure out who own the firms.

1803:23:12              And if there were excess profits,

1903:23:15  additional profits to a firm, you have to figure

2003:23:19  out -- I mean, people are the ones who own firms.

2103:23:23  So what happens to them?

2203:23:23              And therefore, a total surplus standard

2303:23:26  is taking account of all members, call them

2403:23:30  consumers, in society.

2503:23:31              So in that sense, it's a partial

236

103:23:34  equilibrium analysis that's not taking into account

203:23:36  the value of the transaction to other consumers

303:23:44  other than the buyers.  That's the first point.

403:23:47              The second point is there's a way to

503:23:50  harmonize these two, and I talk about it in my

603:23:54  article.

703:23:55              If the United States had a requirement

803:23:58  that consumers had to be benefited, that would

903:24:05  still mean that it's total surplus that's going to

1003:24:08  matter for -- let's suppose a transaction is very

1103:24:13  desirable based on total surplus.

1203:24:15              If the condition is that the government

1303:24:19  is going to look only at consumer surplus, then

1403:24:23  it's very easy for the firms to satisfy that

1503:24:26  standard.

1603:24:28              How do they do it?  They sign a

1703:24:30  contract with the consumers.

1803:24:31              And they automatically -- guaranteeing

1903:24:34  some low price, which they can do.  And they are

2003:24:37  still better off, both sides.  That's why, as a

2103:24:40  practical matter, it's not going to have a -- have

2203:24:44  a difference to a first approximation.

2303:24:50         Q.   Sir --

2403:24:50         A.   My objection --

2503:24:51         Q.   Yeah.
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103:34:07  in which tying can harm competition.  And by that,

203:34:10  I mean harm consumers -- all harm total surplus.

303:34:15  That's not the issue.

403:34:38         Q.   Isn't it true that there's a -- that

503:34:39  the -- do you have a view as to whether or not the

603:34:43  Facebook arrangement overall made consumers pay

703:34:48  more -- by "consumers," I mean developers -- than

803:34:51  they did prior to the institution of that policy?

903:34:54              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1003:34:58              THE WITNESS:  Well, in aggregate.

1103:34:59  BY MR. BARZA:

1203:34:59         Q.   Yeah.

1303:35:00         A.   I mean, they were paying nothing

1403:35:02  before.

1503:35:02         Q.   Right.

1603:35:03         A.   So compared to paying zero, they're

1703:35:06  paying now positive amounts.

1803:35:08         Q.   Right.

1903:35:09         A.   So I keep saying that.

2003:35:12         Q.   So that is a loss of consumer welfare,

2103:35:14  right, compared to the prior situation?

2203:35:16         A.   That's true.  Any time any firm in our

2303:35:19  economy raises prices.

2403:35:20         Q.   But my question was, in this case, it's

2503:35:22  true:  The consumers are paying more as a result of

246

103:35:24  the policy; correct?

203:35:26              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

303:35:27  BY MR. BARZA:

403:35:27         Q.   It's either correct or not correct.

503:35:30         A.   If you raise price, people pay more.

603:35:32         Q.   In this case, the effect of the

703:35:33  Facebook policies was developers were paying more;

803:35:35  right?

903:35:36         A.   The effect of Facebook raising the

1003:35:37  price from zero is that someone no longer has the

1103:35:40  ability to pay zero.

1203:35:42         Q.   And under the consumer welfare

1303:35:44  standard, that's a harm to consumer welfare; right?

1403:35:47         A.   Consumers are harmed if -- if I can buy

1503:35:51  something for zero and now you say, Dennis, it's

1603:35:53  $10, no question I'm harmed.

1703:35:56              Does that affect competition?  No.

1803:35:58         Q.   So you don't think consumer welfare is

1903:36:01  what the antitrust laws mean when they talk about

2003:36:04  maintaining competition?

2103:36:06              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2203:36:07              THE WITNESS:  The example I just gave

2303:36:09  you in which I'm charged zero and now I'm charged

2403:36:12  $10 has nothing to do with competition.

2503:36:16              We've not talked about rivals.  We've

247

103:36:19  not talked about competition.  We've just talked

203:36:20  about the price to Dennis went up.

303:36:22              It goes up because you raise the price.

403:36:26  Period.  You have the right to raise your price.

503:36:27  You can do whatever you want with your price.  I

603:36:29  don't consider that a harm to competition.

703:36:31              If you're asking me is consumer -- does

803:36:34  Dennis' welfare go down, yes.  But that's true any

903:36:38  time a firm raises price.

1003:36:40  BY MR. BARZA:

1103:36:40         Q.   But isn't that what the antitrust laws

1203:36:42  are designed to protect?

1303:36:44         A.   Absolutely not.  The antitrust laws are

1403:36:46  not a price regulation mechanism to prevent firms

1503:36:49  from raising price.  That's the key point.

1603:36:52              Antitrust does not regulate price; and

1703:36:56  Dr. Frankel's argument is that that is an antitrust

1803:37:01  violation.

1903:37:09         Q.   When you say "competition," what do you

2003:37:10  mean?

2103:37:12         A.   The rivalry between parties that are

2203:37:16  competitors.

2303:37:18         Q.   And was there competition for the

2403:37:19  provision of VCS services prior to the institution

2503:37:23  of the 2011 policies?

248

103:37:30         A.   There was -- they had what you're

203:37:36  referring to as the VCS suppliers, I assume

303:37:43  competed for the business of the developers in the

403:37:49  same way that SuperRewards competed to -- with

503:37:56  TrialPay and others to be chosen by Facebook.

603:38:00         Q.   And after the institution of the 2011

703:38:04  policy, was there any competition upon VCS

803:38:07  providers to provide those services to the

903:38:10  developers for their games on Facebook?

1003:38:12         A.   Not on Facebook.  But they could

1103:38:14  provide those services elsewhere if they wanted to.

1203:38:16              There are plenty of places where

1303:38:24  payment services are required, and there was

1403:38:29  nothing -- this is a key point I make in my

1503:38:31  report -- that Facebook has done that prevents a

1603:38:33  SuperRewards from selling to games that are

1703:38:39  provided off of the Facebook platform -- in

1803:38:42  particular to Apple, Google or many others.

1903:38:52              MR. BARZA:  Let's take a break.

2003:38:54              MS. LEE:  Okay.

2103:38:55              THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off the

2203:38:56  record.  The time is 15:39 p.m.

2310:10:08         (Recess.)

2403:55:30              THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going back on the

2503:55:32  record.  The time is 15:55 p.m.
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103:55:42              MR. BARZA:  We're on the record, yes?

203:55:43  BY MR. BARZA:

303:55:43         Q.   Sir, when you say it's not

403:55:48  anticompetitive to use a tying arrangement, you

503:55:53  mean in this circumstance, the way Facebook is

603:55:57  using it?

703:55:57              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

803:55:58  BY MR. BARZA:

903:55:58         Q.   You're not saying all tying

1003:55:59  arrangements are not anticompetitive?

1103:56:02         A.   Correct; I explicitly am not saying

1203:56:05  that all tie-in arrangements are -- there are too

1303:56:08  many double negatives.

1403:56:09              Some tie-in arrangements can be

1503:56:11  anticompetitive.  Not this one, if you characterize

1603:56:15  this as a tie-in.

1703:56:16         Q.   And you don't think an arrangement that

1803:56:18  harms consumer welfare is therefore anticompetitive

1903:56:22  within the purview of the antitrust laws of the

2003:56:25  United States?

2103:56:26         A.   Consumer welfare is a separate

2203:56:27  concept -- related concept but a separate concept

2303:56:33  than harm to competition.

2403:56:34              I can bang someone over the head and

2503:56:36  that's a harm to consumer welfare.  So I want to

250

103:56:40  make clear that consumer welfare is something

203:56:43  that's much -- doesn't just have to do with the

303:56:46  antitrust laws.

403:56:46              You keep asking me about consumer

503:56:48  welfare and antitrust.  Consumer welfare goes down,

603:56:52  it's not an antitrust violation.  Maybe I hit

703:56:54  someone over the head and I shouldn't have hit them

803:56:55  over the head, but it's not an antitrust violation.

903:56:57         Q.   So did anyone instruct you on the law

1003:57:01  applicable to this case with respect to tying

1103:57:03  arrangements?

1203:57:04         A.   I have some understanding of the law,

1303:57:06  but I wouldn't say -- I'm not sure "instruct."  I

1403:57:11  have some understanding.

1503:57:15              MR. BARZA:  Let me hand you as

1603:57:16  Exhibit 410 a copy of the -- this memorandum

1703:57:20  opinion of the United States District Court for the

1803:57:21  District of Delaware in a case entitled "Kickflip,

1903:57:26  Inc. versus Facebook, Inc."  It's an opinion from

2003:57:32  Judge Stark, I believe.

21         (Carlton Exhibit 410 was marked for

22         identification.)

23  BY MR. BARZA:

24         Q.   Have you seen this decision before?

2503:57:53         A.   I don't believe so.

251

103:57:54         Q.   Don't worry about that.

203:57:55              Look at page 15, please, the middle of

303:57:58  the page.  They're paginated at the bottom.

403:58:01              So this says that under a per se --

503:58:18  this is with respect to a claim about Facebook and

603:58:22  Facebook Credits.  Maybe you don't know that.

703:58:25  That's what this case was about, the Kickflip case.

803:58:29         A.   I'm not familiar with the circumstances

903:58:30  of the case.

1003:58:31         Q.   That's okay.

1103:58:31              MS. LEE:  This is representation of

1203:58:32  counsel as to what the facts of this case are.  You

1303:58:35  should feel free to take a look at this if you need

1403:58:37  to.

1503:58:37              MR. BARZA:  I don't want to waste the

1603:58:38  time because it doesn't really matter for what

1703:58:40  we're going to do.

1803:58:40              MS. LEE:  Okay.  Well, if your

1903:58:42  questions go to facts that --

2003:58:43              MR. BARZA:  They don't.  Why don't you

2103:58:45  let me ask him, and you'll see.

2203:58:47              MS. LEE:  Okay.

2303:58:48  BY MR. BARZA:

2403:58:48         Q.   Sir, on page 15 in the middle it says:

2503:58:50              "Under a per se analysis, Kickflip

252

103:58:53  would have to plead:  (1) a defendant seller ties

203:58:56  two distinct products; (2) the seller possesses

303:59:00  market power in the tying product; and, (3) a

403:59:04  substantial amount of interstate commerce is

503:59:06  affected."

603:59:07              Do you see that?

703:59:11         A.   Yes.

803:59:11         Q.   I want you to assume that that is the

903:59:13  elements for a tying arrangement for a per se

1003:59:16  violation of the Sherman Act.  Okay?

1103:59:20              What relevance -- when you say that the

1203:59:27  Facebook -- the 2011 policies were not

1303:59:29  anticompetitive --

1403:59:30         A.   Yes.

1503:59:30         Q.   -- what relevance does that have with

1603:59:32  respect to the three elements I just read from this

1703:59:35  decision for a per se tying violation?

1803:59:38              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1903:59:40              THE WITNESS:  I'm not an attorney, so I

2003:59:41  don't know and I haven't read the cited case, that

2103:59:45  they're citing in -- they're quoting from 1992.  So

2203:59:51  I don't know how people interpret these terms

2303:59:54  legally.

2403:59:54              I'm happy to tell you economically

2504:00:01  about what is alleged in this case if you wanted to
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104:00:04  summarize the facts, but . . .

204:00:06  BY MR. BARZA:

304:00:06         Q.   Well, in your view, does every tying

404:00:09  arrangement where a seller ties two distinct

504:00:12  products and has market power in the tie-in product

604:00:16  market and a substantial amount of interstate

704:00:19  commerce is affected in the tied product market

804:00:24  give rise to anticompetitive results?

904:00:26              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1004:00:29              THE WITNESS:  Well, be easiest for me

1104:00:31  to talk about an example.

1204:00:33              In the case in which a seller, for

1304:00:39  example, would say, you can only buy my machine if

1404:00:50  you buy salt from me, in the International Salt

1504:00:54  case, yet International Salt, let's say, only

1604:00:58  provides salt to its own users, that would be a

1704:01:02  clear case under circumstances where there's no

1804:01:04  effect on the competitive process.

1904:01:09              And the economic conclusion would be

2004:01:13  that's price discrimination.  Doesn't have anything

2104:01:14  to do with competition.  It's price discrimination.

2204:01:16  BY MR. BARZA:

2304:01:19         Q.   Yes.  And what relevance would that --

2404:01:22  but that arrangement would still violate the

2504:01:24  antitrust laws as those laws are laid out in the

254

104:01:27  section I just read from the Kickflip decision;

204:01:30  right?

304:01:31         A.   That, I don't know.

404:01:32              MS. LEE:  Objection.

504:01:32              THE WITNESS:  What I'm saying is if the

604:01:34  example I just gave you would violate the antitrust

704:01:38  laws, then there's a flaw in the underlying

804:01:41  economic reasoning in that decision, that I gave

904:01:44  you an example of the case that's pure price

1004:01:47  discrimination.  Has nothing to do with

1104:01:51  competition.

1204:01:51  BY MR. BARZA:

1304:01:51         Q.   Sir, you think the International Salt

1404:01:54  case, where the Court held there was an illegal

1504:01:56  tying arrangement for them to sell salt dispensing

1604:02:00  machines only on condition that the buyers buy all

1704:02:02  their salt from them, was wrongly decided or do you

1804:02:07  think -- withdrawn.

1904:02:08              Do you think it was wrongly decided?

2004:02:10              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2104:02:10              THE WITNESS:  I have to go back and

2204:02:11  look at the facts of the case.

2304:02:12              But if there were a case in which

2404:02:15  someone was selling a machine --

2504:02:16  BY MR. BARZA:

255

104:02:16         Q.   Right.

204:02:16         A.   -- salt machine --

304:02:17         Q.   Yeah.

404:02:17         A.   -- and said, You can buy the salt

504:02:20  machine or I'll give it to you for free but you

604:02:22  have to buy salt from me --

704:02:24         Q.   Yeah.

804:02:24         A.   -- and I'm the provider of salt only --

904:02:27         Q.   Yeah.

1004:02:28         A.   -- to those people --

1104:02:31         Q.   Uh-huh.

1204:02:32         A.   -- if -- from an economic point of

1304:02:35  view, that is a case of price discrimination.  And

1404:02:39  it is not a case in which there's an adverse effect

1504:02:42  on competition because, by assumption, there is

1604:02:45  no -- there are no competitors.

1704:02:47         Q.   However, it is a case where the Supreme

1804:02:49  Court has held that it violates the antitrust laws.

1904:02:51              So weren't you advocating an economic

2004:02:55  standard that is inconsistent with the applicable

2104:02:58  law?

2204:02:58              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2304:02:59              THE WITNESS:  Again, I'm not an

2404:03:00  attorney, so whatever the applicable law is, it is.

2504:03:05              I'm saying that antitrust decisions

256

104:03:07  have moved into the direction of relying much more

204:03:10  on economics than on noneconomic reasoning, and

304:03:17  that if you applied economic reasoning to this case

404:03:20  today, the economic reasoning would say that

504:03:25  there's no harm to the competitive process.

604:03:28  BY MR. BARZA:

704:03:28         Q.   There is harm to consumers, right, who

804:03:30  are buying salt and salt dispensing machines,

904:03:33  because they are paying more.

1004:03:36         A.   That's correct.

1104:03:36              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1204:03:37              THE WITNESS:  But -- but -- well, yes

1304:03:40  and no.  There's an economic harm to some

1404:03:43  consumers.  There can be an economic benefit to

1504:03:45  other consumers from the price discrimination.

1604:03:47              But again, this has nothing to do with

1704:03:50  competition.  There's, by assumption, no

1804:03:54  competition in this model.

1904:03:56  BY MR. BARZA:

2004:03:56         Q.   How will your opinion that there's no

2104:03:58  harm to competition, by your rights, under an

2204:04:01  economic analysis help the trier of fact in this

2304:04:04  case if they're buying the standard articulated by

2404:04:07  Judge Stark in the Kickflip decision, which has

2504:04:10  three elements for a per se violation?
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104:04:13              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

204:04:14              THE WITNESS:  How one would legally

304:04:15  apply the decision in Town Sound & Custom Tops

404:04:22  versus Chrysler is a legal matter.

504:04:25              I'm not familiar with the case.  All I

604:04:28  can tell you is that the economic analysis of the

704:04:32  example I just gave you is unambiguous in saying

804:04:35  there's no effect on competition.

904:04:41  BY MR. BARZA:

1004:04:41         Q.   Why does that matter if the Court held

1104:04:44  that that is a violation?  What does that help the

1204:04:45  jury with?

1304:04:47              MS. LEE:  Objection to form.

1404:04:47              THE WITNESS:  If you're asking me to

1504:04:48  assume that what I just said would carry no weight

1604:04:54  and that it is unambiguous that the example I gave

1704:05:07  violates the antitrust laws, by assumption --

1804:05:12  period -- I would say there's an economic error in

1904:05:16  the logic of the decision; and therefore, if there

2004:05:23  were a way to interpret these conditions in this

2104:05:25  case -- which I'm not familiar with -- in a way to

2204:05:28  give you discretion under a rule of reason, then

2304:05:34  you should do that.

2404:05:35              And under a rule of reason, you would

2504:05:37  come to the conclusion that there's no harm to

258

104:05:39  competition.

204:05:40  BY MR. BARZA:

304:05:40         Q.   But you agree with me that under that

404:05:44  per se instruction that I just read to you, one

504:05:48  doesn't even consider what you're describing as a

604:05:50  lack of an anticompetitive effect?

704:05:54              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

804:05:54              Counsel, these questions go to legal

904:05:56  interpretation, and Dr. Carlton is testifying as an

1004:05:59  economic expert.

1104:06:00              MR. BARZA:  I understand that.

1204:06:04              THE WITNESS:  I would say that the

1304:06:05  answer to your question is I'm not a lawyer.  How

1404:06:08  these would be applied to a court or how a judge

1504:06:11  would instruct a jury, that's up to them.  I'm -- I

1604:06:16  can only tell you the economic effects.

1704:06:18              And the -- or conditions and the

1804:06:22  economic effect of the condition in the example I

1904:06:26  described is one which there is absolutely an

2004:06:31  economic error if you describe that as a harm to

2104:06:33  competition.

2204:06:34  BY MR. BARZA:

2304:06:34         Q.   Assume for this question that Facebook

2404:06:37  has monopoly power in the market for social game

2504:06:41  services, and that it requires people who use those

259

104:06:45  services to purchase virtual currency services from

204:06:48  it, and that the amount of virtual currency

304:06:52  services affected is not insubstantial.

404:06:56              Wouldn't that violate the per se

504:06:59  standard that Judge Stark articulated in Kickflip?

604:07:01  You've got monopoly power in the tying product, two

704:07:05  distinct products you're forced to buy -- you're

804:07:08  required to buy the tied product to get the tie-in

904:07:09  product -- and the effect is a not insubstantial

1004:07:12  amount of commerce is affected in the tied product.

1104:07:15              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1204:07:15              And, Counsel, you're asking him to

1304:07:16  apply a per se legal standard, and he's not an

1404:07:19  attorney.  He's testifying here as an economic

1504:07:22  expert.

1604:07:22  BY MR. BARZA:

1704:07:22         Q.   You can answer the question.

1804:07:25         A.   Same answer I gave before:  I'm not an

1904:07:27  attorney.  How a judge would -- a judge would

2004:07:31  instruct the jury is up to the judge about what the

2104:07:33  applicable law is.

2204:07:35              What I intend to say as an expert is

2304:07:37  that in the case -- this case or the example I gave

2404:07:41  you, there is absolutely, from an economic point of

2504:07:45  view, no harm to competition.

260

104:07:50              Moreover, if you do attack this type of

204:07:52  behavior, you will actually be undermining the

304:07:55  process of competition.

404:07:56         Q.   But isn't your view inconsistent with

504:07:59  the applicable law?

604:08:01              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

704:08:05              THE WITNESS:  I believe, since I'm not

804:08:06  an attorney, that I can't, as I've said now several

904:08:09  times, what a judge would say in this case, I don't

1004:08:12  know.

1104:08:12              If you're telling me that -- to assume

1204:08:16  that a judge is going to say that, either in the

1304:08:19  example I gave or in this case, that economic facts

1404:08:24  don't matter and that it's a per se violation, I'd

1504:08:28  like you to assume that, what's your conclusion.

1604:08:31              My conclusion is you've asked me to

1704:08:35  assume my conclusion that the judge is going to say

1804:08:37  it's a per se violation.  I can't reach that

1904:08:40  decision.

2004:08:40  BY MR. BARZA:

2104:08:40         Q.   But in Paragraph 61 of your report, you

2204:08:43  say that, My analysis above --

2304:08:47         "None of my analysis depends on whether

2404:08:49      Facebook has market power to a social game

2504:08:52      network.  That is, given that Facebook
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104:08:54      could have continued to have allowed game

204:08:56      developers to use third parties like

304:08:58      SuperRewards for payment processing and

404:08:59      offer-ad services and added a Facebook fee

504:09:02      for distribution, and given that Facebook

604:09:04      applied the July 2011 Policies only to game

704:09:08      playing on Facebook.com or that used

804:09:10      'Facebook Login,' Facebook's decision to

904:09:15      vertically integrate through the

1004:09:15      implementation of its July 2011 policies

1104:09:18      cannot harm competition or result or any

1204:09:21      increase in market power."

1304:09:22              You're saying -- you're making an

1404:09:23  absolute statement there that if a company has

1504:09:26  market power in a tie-in product, ties it to a tied

1604:09:29  product on its platform, that that cannot harm

1704:09:35  competition; right?

1804:09:37              MS. LEE:  Objection.

1904:09:37              THE WITNESS:  It's not what I said.

2004:09:39  What I say is, in this case, there's no harm to

2104:09:41  competition.  There are other circumstances in

2204:09:43  which there could be a harm to competition; and

2304:09:48  therefore, those are the cases.

2404:09:49              If you were asking me what a judge

2504:09:51  should do, that's what a judge should do.  He

262

104:09:55  should determine those cases in which there really

204:09:57  is a tie-in that harms competition from other

304:10:00  situations where I think it would be best not to

404:10:02  even use the word "tie-in."

504:10:03              But if you want to use "tie-in" just to

604:10:06  describe it, you have to recognize that there are

704:10:07  some tie-ins that have no effect on competition and

804:10:10  other tie-ins that do.

904:10:11  BY MR. BARZA:

1004:10:13         Q.   But you're saying that even if Facebook

1104:10:15  had monopoly power in the tied products -- social

1204:10:18  game networks -- and even if it used that power to

1304:10:21  require developers to purchase the tied product --

1404:10:23  VCS services -- from it, and that involved a not

1504:10:26  insubstantial amount of commerce, that you think

1604:10:31  that is not an antitrust violation because it's

1704:10:33  not, in your view, anticompetitive; is that right?

1804:10:35              MS. LEE:  Objection to form.

1904:10:36              THE WITNESS:  That would be the correct

2004:10:37  economic analysis of that, yes.

2104:10:38  BY MR. BARZA:

2204:10:38         Q.   And if that analysis is inconsistent

2304:10:41  with the governing law that I read to you, then

2404:10:44  what help is that to the jury or the fact finder?

2504:10:49              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

263

104:10:50              THE WITNESS:  Well, again, if you're

204:10:50  telling me that the law will make an economic

304:10:53  error, there's nothing I can tell you about it.  If

404:10:56  you want me to assume that, fine.

504:10:58              However, the question is whether, after

604:11:02  hearing my testimony, the judge could instruct the

704:11:05  jury to say there's no need to define this as a

804:11:10  tie, instead simply to find it as a price increase,

904:11:13  do you think a price increase violates the

1004:11:15  antitrust laws, and that's what's going on in this

1104:11:17  case, and it asks the jury that question, then I

1204:11:22  think the conclusion -- my economic conclusion,

1304:11:26  which is a direct economic effect of what's going

1404:11:29  on in this case, will come through.

1504:11:31              Now, I can't tell you whether the judge

1604:11:36  under the applicable law can do that or not.

1704:11:38  That's up to him.  But I can tell him what the

1804:11:41  right economic consequence, outcome is.

1904:11:48  BY MR. BARZA:

2004:11:48         Q.   Sir, in your report -- sorry.

2104:11:51              In his report, Dr. Frankel identified

2204:11:54  two product markets:  A market for social game

2304:11:57  networks in which social game developers offered

2404:11:59  their games to users; and the virtual currency

2504:12:03  services provided to developers offering games on

264

104:12:07  social networks.

204:12:08              You understand that; right?

304:12:09         A.   I understand what he said, yes.

404:12:23         Q.   Now, Dr. Frankel discussed both direct

504:12:26  and indirect evidence in support of his opinion

604:12:28  that the relevant product market for the tying

704:12:33  product is the social game -- find it exactly -- is

804:12:36  the social game networks on which social game

904:12:40  developers offered their games to users; right?

1004:12:42         A.   That's my recollection.

1104:12:44         Q.   Now, what is "market power"?

1204:12:53         A.   Market power is typically defined as

1304:12:55  the ability to charge a price in excess of the

1404:13:00  competitive price, which is typically taken to be

1504:13:03  marginal cost.

1604:13:04         Q.   And what is "marginal cost"?

1704:13:06         A.   Marginal cost is the incremental cost

1804:13:08  from one more unit -- producing one more unit or

1904:13:12  whatever the product is.

2004:13:14         Q.   Did you do any analysis of what it cost

2104:13:16  Facebook to add a new game to the platform?

2204:13:21         A.   No.

2304:13:22         Q.   Do you have any sense of whether it's a

2404:13:24  lot or not a lot?

2504:13:26              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.
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105:36:59  are available on one platform but not the other, or

205:37:01  if the pricing on one platform is different -- to

305:37:05  the user is different on one platform than the

405:37:07  other, would there be substitution?  So that would

505:37:12  be the concern.

605:37:13         Q.   Have you seen any evidence of such

705:37:14  substitution?

805:37:15         A.   I have not seen people study that

905:37:17  question in this case.

1005:37:18         Q.   Isn't it true that these are kind of

1105:37:20  like bottleneck-created submarkets?

1205:37:23              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1305:37:25              THE WITNESS:  That might or might not

1405:37:26  be true.  I don't see why that has bearing on the

1505:37:32  substitution between Facebook and Apple and

1605:37:35  Android.

1705:37:36  BY MR. BARZA:

1805:37:36         Q.   Well, you've said that Facebook and

1905:37:39  Apple and Android are all in one market.  I think

2005:37:41  what you're now saying is that Facebook is in a

2105:37:44  market with Android and Facebook is in a market

2205:37:46  with Apple.  And those are two --

2305:37:49              MS. LEE:  Objection.

2405:37:49              THE WITNESS:  Facebook in its pricing

2505:37:50  is concerned about the constraints that both Apple

322

105:37:57  and Google impose on them, because there can be

205:38:01  substitution to them.

305:38:02  BY MR. BARZA:

405:38:02         Q.   But it's -- you don't think that people

505:38:05  are going to -- developers are going to --

605:38:08  withdrawn.

705:38:08              You don't think that people buy a phone

805:38:11  based on what the platform is charging developers

905:38:15  for VCS, do you?  You've seen no evidence of that.

1005:38:21         A.   I'm not sure I understand how a

1105:38:22  purchaser would have any idea.

1205:38:24         Q.   Right.  So they're not going to pick

1305:38:25  their phone on that basis; right?

1405:38:27         A.   Yes, but they could pick their phone on

1505:38:29  the basis of what games -- what apps are on my

1605:38:34  phone versus -- on an Apple phone versus an Android

1705:38:38  phone.

1805:38:45         Q.   But in essence, for a developer, if I

1905:38:48  want to reach the group of people that have Apple

2005:38:51  phones, I have to go on an Apple -- an iOS

2105:38:54  platform?

2205:38:55              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

2305:38:56  BY MR. BARZA:

2405:38:56         Q.   And if I want to reach the people that

2505:38:58  have an Android-based phone, I have to go on an

323

105:39:01  Android platform; right?

205:39:03              MS. LEE:  Same objection.

305:39:03  BY MR. BARZA:

405:39:03         Q.   Neither -- neither of those platforms

505:39:05  is going to serve people that have both phones?

605:39:08         A.   I agree --

705:39:08              MS. LEE:  Same objection.

805:39:09              THE WITNESS:  I agree with you that

905:39:12  conditional on people owning an Apple phone, one

1005:39:18  person owning an Apple phone and one person owning

1105:39:22  an Android phone, that there's no possibility of

1205:39:25  switching which phone they play a game on if they

1305:39:28  only own one phone.

1405:39:29              There is a possibility of substitution

1505:39:30  as to whether they play on Facebook.com or

1605:39:35  Facebook -- or Apple or, alternatively, Android and

1705:39:39  Facebook.com; and that substitution exists.

1805:39:43              Moreover, there can be substitution

1905:39:45  between phones because Android and an Apple phone

2005:39:49  will compete based on their characteristics.  I

2105:39:51  have not studied that latter.  I have studied the

2205:39:56  former.

2305:39:56  BY MR. BARZA:

2405:39:56         Q.   Why would developers offer the same

2505:40:00  game on both Apple and Android?

324

105:40:02         A.   Want to get distribution.

205:40:04         Q.   In order to reach more people; right?

305:40:07              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

405:40:08              THE WITNESS:  That sounds reasonable.

505:40:09  BY MR. BARZA:

605:40:09         Q.   Because -- these phones are kind of

705:40:12  like geographic markets, right, where you can get

805:40:14  one group of people on one platform and another

905:40:16  group of people on another; true?

1005:40:18              MS. LEE:  Objection; form.

1105:40:19              THE WITNESS:  Yes, we've been through

1205:40:20  that so -- but that doesn't mean there's no

1305:40:22  substitution between phones.  That's all I want to

1405:40:25  emphasize.

1505:40:27              And it sounds like it's worth saying,

1605:40:32  Product A competes with B.  Product B competes with

1705:40:35  C; and A and C are in the same market even though A

1805:40:39  and B don't directly compete with each other.  Or

1905:40:44  they can be.

2005:40:53              MR. BARZA:  Let's mark as the next in

2105:40:59  order -- let's mark as the next in order an

2205:41:05  Exhibit 413, a document that is the Brief of

2305:41:11  Evidence of Dennis William Carlton and Gustavo

2405:41:14  Ernesto Bamberger in a proceeding in New Zealand.

25         (Carlton Exhibit 413 was marked for
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